
The Bir�� Mask Reveal Method™

Training by Karlton Terry.

BMR Course Level 1: Basic Mapping

Course Description

How does the Birth Mask Reveal (BMR) work?

In Medicine X-rays and MRIs reveal hidden injuries so that doctors can
determine what to do. The BMR discloses details of birth imprints
chronicled in the tissues of the face (of a baby or an adult) so that
practitioners and parents can see what happened.

Normally we have a perceptual bias that prevents us from lingering
with aspects of facial images showing "stored pain" or asymmetry because,
as studies have shown, when we see something that was painful in others,
similar parts of our brain light up as if we were directly experiencing the
pain. Human beings and other mammals, and even some birds, are
naturally a�racted to symmetry and glowing features that are pristine.
Equally as motivating and stimulating in our day to day lives, we are
deterred by, and avoid taking in certain information, as if it were
contagious. We don't like asymmetrical facial features or atypical details
such as warts, scabs, decay, disease, or anything that even looks like pain.
This explains our cultural history of looking at, but not seeing, the Birth
Mask that every person wears.

In other words, we had not noticed it, but no one is without a Birth
Mask, not even planned C-section babies.
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BMR training teaches compassionate perception -- where you learn how to
see what happened to someone's face while they were passing through the
birth tunnel. Compassionate perception includes learning about facial
geography, and developing the self-regulation to be present, with
compassion and curiosity, while you survey and map the facial terrain of a
fellow human being.

You will learn what perinatal events occurred so as to create features
specific to a person. There are as many Birth Masks as there are human
beings. Each wearing the mask of their own Hero’s Journey. Each with
their own story as to what predicaments were encountered, and overcome,
to gain entry into this world. It is all wri�en in the tissues of the face:

Whether the birth took an hour or a day, a person's Birth Mask has
recorded the most significant encounters that were negotiated during the
various stages of the journey. The specific "facial forms" of the Mask were
caused by compression and drag forces, by the intensity or lack of or
timing of uterine contractions, by the oxygen supply, by reactions to and
interactions with the mother, her body, and her pelvic shape. Babies are
participants in their births. Their reactions and decisions under certain
circumstances reveal something about their character or personality and
are recorded in the Birth Mask which persists throughout one's life. BMRs
are done with a photograph of the client. If the client is a baby, the baby is
not present. Parents, therapists, grandparents, or friends can be invited to
are all to BMR sessions.
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Class 1: Morphology1 of the Eye Region

Because there are so many small and vulnerable bones around the
eyes, all vaginally born babies, most emergency C-section babies, and even
most planned C-section babies have imprints from birth that are held in
the Eye Region. These imprints appear as asymmetries.

You will learn about the variants of “eye splits," the cause of recessed
eyes, and asymmetrical (non-binocular) eyes. You will learn about
maladies to the eye muscles, and nervous system, which hold the birth
imprints in place, even through adulthood. Eye imprints also influence the

1 *Morphology = physical form of living organisms, structure, and relationships of structures.
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optic nerve, a thick bundle of cables that convey integral information to the
brain, are considered a part of the brain itself, and affect the way one sees
the world.

Human beings must rotate their heads through the snug pelvic crux,
and this causes multiple torsions and sometimes even lesions in the
various layers of tissues around the eyes. Somatic pa�erns are created and
fixate. Imprints from birth create permanent tensions/contractions
(hypertonicity) as well as permanent over-elasticity (hypotonicity) in
certain muscles, tendons, and ligaments of the eyes, and in certain muscles
around the optic nerve.
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Class 2: Asymmetry Analysis, Compressive Forces, the Axis Differential

Pediatric statistics acknowledge that 20-30% of births result in a
broken nose. However, with a sharper criterion, the percentage of
injured/broken/sheared nasal bones in neonates is much higher. Most
everyone has a nose that slants in one direction or the other. The
direction(s) of slant(s) reveal the story of facial rotation against maternal
bones, the position of the baby, the depth of the baby's descent into the
pelvis, and how hard the baby worked. An astonishing number of babies
have experienced a zig-zag birth which influences their life-story in terms
of themes of turning, deciding, and and commi�ing to an inner impulse or
intuition.

How many times were these noses pushed sideways, sheared, or broken?
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The anatomy of the nose is made up of a sequence from top to
bo�om: the nose starts at the junction between the frontal bone and the
nasal bone, followed by the upper lateral cartilages, and finally the tip of
the nose, or the alar cartilages.
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Facial Asymmetry: From the center of the forehead to the bo�om of the
chin, no one is completely symmetrical, not even planned C section babies.
The lines of asymmetry have a story to tell about where pressures made
imprints, where efforts failed, and where struggles succeeded, all leaving
something like hieroglyphics behind in the tissues of the face.
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Asymmetry Marker Lines

The lines of asymmetry have a story to tell about where pressure
forces made imprints, where the baby's efforts failed, and where their
struggles succeeded: all imprinting something like hieroglyphics or
petroglyphs in/on the tissues of the face. Identifying the location and the
intensity of compression forces indicates where the baby's facial bones
were pressed along the bones of their mother's pelvic crux. This
information can tell us which way the baby was turning during certain
moments of its birth, or which way the baby was trying to turn, and how
many individual turns or turn a�empts were made, and how intense they
were.

Compression Forces
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The Axis Differential is a measurement that indicates the greatest
difference between two of the routes/directions the baby has taken. Babies
who are born through a wide gynocidal shaped pelvis experience a deeper
descent, experience less rotational events, have more symmetrical faces,
and have narrower Axis Differentials. Babies who have been through a
narrow pelvis often have had to search far to one side then far to the other
or were pushed far to one side then far to the other, in order to find a route
out. Sometimes they rotate 180◦ or even corkscrew all the way around.
They have wider Axis Differentials.

Axis Differential
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Class 3: How Birth Impacts the Cranial Bones.

SADs (Supercilliary Archway Depressions), Cranial Bone Overrides,
Meninges Impacts, LSP Tracer

Supercilliary Archway

Because a perinate's cranial bones are thin and not fully ossified, even
the four large cranial bones (the Frontal, Parietal, and Occipital), are
subject to twisting, buckling, and warping from the forces of the uterine
contractions pressing the head through the "Pelvic Crux." We use the term
Pelvic Crux to describe the space enclosed between the pelvic inlet and the
pelvic outlet. It is also referred to as the "interspinous distance," or "station
0." Besides being an anatomical reference, "Crux" is used in its classic form
as meaning, "A particular point of difficulty."
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The Frontal Bone width is thinnest just above the supraorbital ridge,
where the Frontal Bone is the thickest. Compression and drag forces can
form an inward warp, causing the ridge to appear to protrude, creating the
"Neanderthal Look."
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Because the large bones of
the cranium are highly
impacted by birth forces, the
frontal bone and the parietal
bones are frequently forced into
overrides and underrides, just
like the tectonic plates of the
earth. Recent fMRI studies
indicate that the entire perinatal
cranium, and the brain
underneath, are compressed,
molded, and torsioned into
unusual shapes.

The BMR helps us see how
the overall morphology of the
cranium, and the brain itself,
were forced out of their
prenatal symmetry into myriad
shapes to accommodate the
infinite varieties of passages
and routes through the Pelvic
Crux.
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The Pelvic Crux space is
not a fixed distance due to the
movements undertaken by
the mother in response to her
birth pains. The pubic
symphysis loosens and moves
during labor, and the birth
positions of the mother also
influence the ultimate shaping
of the perinatal cranium.

Although fontanels allow the
bones to collapse, they
collapse onto the brain and
create shapes that do not
return to 100% symmetry
after birth, allowing us to see
many details of what the
baby's cranium and brain
went through during birth.

Integral to the process of BMR Basic Mapping it is important
to learn about the meninges, the falx, and the tentorium and how
these important membranes and proximal tissues are affected by
birth, endowing them with implicit memories (somatic,
psychological, and emotional) of the events that were most
influential. Meninges, fascia, muscles, ligaments, and tendons are
all modified from their symmetrical prenatal shapes and forms.
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Although we cannot see them directly, we can see their influences
upon the shape of the face, the skin, the facial features.

Finally, a very useful tool to help us understand how the
face was re-arranged, is called the LSP Tracer. We track the course
the face took as it was pressed across the LSP, and this trail, or
pathway, is illustrated with a sequence of circles that represent
the important locations of the LSP against the face during various
relevant times as the birth progressed.

LSP Tracer: the Pink Circles

Three-dimensional magnetic resonance imaging of fetal head
molding and brain shape changes during the second stage of
labor.
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Class 4:

This class has a different format, having three individual parts
with time segments
as follows:
Part 1 -- 45 min.s -- 10 min. break;
Part 2 -- 55 min.s -- 20 min. break;
Part 3 -- 65 min.s

Part 1
A volunteer or chosen participant, after having a preparation
supervision with
Karlton, will execute a live BMR on a client, explaining the
diagramming, and
exploring the prominent presenter with the class.

Part 2
Actual BMR live demo. A volunteer or chosen participant will
bring a baby client
with its mother (and father if possible), and together with KT will
execute a live
BMR session while the participants observe, keep track of
questions, and take notes.

Part 3a
The BMR will be discussed and evaluated step by step. Teaching
points will
highlight the structure, feel, and flow of how to do a BMR. There
will be a particular
emphasis on:
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a. how KT develops rapport with the mother;
b. how the prominent presenter was uncovered;
c. how information was shared with the mother;
d. how KT tracked the tolerance threshold of the mother, and
finally;
f. how the homework assignments were developed to honor both
the needs of
the baby, and the tolerance threshold/self-regulation of the
mother.

Part3b
Closure. KT will address a few final questions and discuss the
nature of Level 2 of the BMR training: Implicit Memory
Illumination.
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For question about the BMR please contact our Belgium organizer

www.birthimprints.com
Sylvie Geerdens :  info@birthimprints.com

Course Details:
1½ hrs. of teaching, a 30-minute break, then another 1½ hrs. of
teaching.

Format:
Live Zoom Sessions, recorded and available to participants for
subsequent review. Participants also receive their own copies of
the BMR diagrams from the classes.

Dates & Times:
Wednesday 18 January 18.30 - 22.00h (mid european wintertime)

Wednesday 8 februari 18.30 - 22.00h (mid european wintertime)

Wednesday 15 februari 18.30 - 22.00h (mid european wintertime)

Wednesday 1 maart 18.30 - 22.00h (mid european wintertime)

Price:
Level 1- Birth Mask Reveal:  367 Euro ( EXCL VAT)
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